Unit III Topic A: Patterns, Fabrics, and Notions

Name ____________________________

Period ____________________________

Date ______________________________

PATTERN INFORMATION

Directions:
The back of your pattern envelope contains important information you should know before you buy fabric and other items needed for your project. Refer to the pattern envelope copy to the right to answer the following questions.

1. How many yards of 45-inch-wide fabric would you need to make View B shirt in size M? __ 5/8__
2. How many yards of 45-inch-wide fabric would you need to make the pants in size M? __ 5/8__
3. How many yards of 60-inch-wide fabric would you need to make the pants in size M? __ 1 1/4__
4. Does it require any extra fabric to make the shorts out of a napped fabric such as corduroy? ___no___ If so, how much? ___________________
5. Should fabric with a diagonal design or print be used to make this pattern? ___no________
6. What are five fabrics you could use successfully to make any item in the pattern? ___Cotton and cotton blends, baby cord, broadcloth, chambray, lightweight denim, etc.____
7. What notions would you need to make a View A shirt? ___Thread, five ½-inch buttons________
8. What additional item(s) would you need to purchase if you choose to make the shorts? ______Elastic________
9. Do you need interfacing for anything? _yes_What? _shirt__ If so, how much? _1 yard__
10. What type(s) of trim would you have to purchase if you wanted to make View A and the ball cap? ___Braid trim_________________________ How much? __ 2 5/8 yards__